The following is a list of Spring 2016 courses that will be conducted either ONLINE or in HYBRID (in person and online) format. Specific questions about course content should be directed to the academic department offering the course. Courses with section numbers such as 51, 52, 71, 72, 73, 78, 79, 91, 92 are Special Program courses and are restricted to students enrolled in these programs.

(This list is current as of October 29, 2015.)

**Conducted online.**

**Department of ANTHROPOLOGY**

ANTH10019  CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
ANTH10020  CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
ANTH12001  NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS  
ANTH12501  ANTHRO OF GLOBALIZATION  
ANTH14001  NONWEST CONTRIBUTIONS WEST WORLD  
ANTH15003  CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA  
ANTH15004  CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA  

**Department of BIOLOGY**

BIOL48602  SELECTED TOPICS IN BIOLOGY  
BIOL53301  ADVANCED CELL BIOLOGY
Department of CLASSICS AND GENERAL HUMANITIES

GNHU11508  TROY AND THE TROJAN WAR
GNHU11509  TROY AND THE TROJAN WAR
GNHU28106  GREEK CIVILIZATION
GNHU28206  ROMAN CIVILIZATION
GNHU28519  MYTHOLOGY
GNHU28523  MYTHOLOGY
GNHU28526  MYTHOLOGY
GNHU29301  RUSSIAN CULTURE & CIVILIZATION
GNHU35802  CLEOPATRA
GNHU49902  SENIOR HUMANITIES SEMINAR
GREK10202  BEGINNING GREEK II
GREK20201  INTERMEDIATE GREEK II
LATN10203  BEGINNING LATIN II
LATN20502  INTERMEDIATE LATIN I
LATN20602  INTERMEDIATE LATIN II
LATN30202  LATIN LITERATURE:THE GOLDEN AGE

Department of COUNSELING AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

ELAD51051  EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP IN DIV SOCI
ELAD51052  EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP IN DIV SOCI
ELAD52151  EDUCATION LAW
ELAD52152  EDUCATION LAW
ELAD54002  DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54051  DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54052  DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54302  LEADERSHIP & LEARNING ORGANIZATN
ELAD61173  ETHICAL LEADERSHIP DECISION MAKING
ELAD61178  ETHICAL LEADERSHIP DECISION MAKING
ELAD61551  INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61552  INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61553  INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61951  SEMINAR: ADMIN SUPV & CURRICULUM
ELAD61952  SEMINAR: ADMIN SUPV & CURRICULUM
ELAD62251  SCHOOL FINANCE
ELAD62252  SCHOOL FINANCE
ELAD63502  CURR, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
ELAD63551  CURR, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
ELAD63552  CURR, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
ELAD68002  LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH
ELAD68051  LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH
ELAD68052  LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH
ELAD68079  LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH
ELAD68080  LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH

Department of SECONDARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

SASE31602  INTEGRATING TECHN ACROSS CURRICU
SASE31603  INTEGRATING TECHN ACROSS CURRICU
SASE51801  TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION CLASSROOM
SPED58501  TECH FOR INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
SPED59701  PRAC/SEM TCHG STU W DISABIL
Department of EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

EAES10001 PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY
EAES10402 NATURAL DISASTERS
EAES15001 GENERAL OCEANOGRAPHY

Department of EARLY CHILDHD, ELEM, AND LITERACY EDUCATION

ECEL50291 SEM I: INCLUSIVE EC/ELEM CLASSRM

Department of EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

EDFD51901 ASSESSMENT AUTHENTIC LEARNING
EDFD57801 TESTING AND EVALUATION

Department of ART AND DESIGN

ARHT10505 ART WESTERN CIV: ANCIENT-MEDIEVAL
ARHT10604 ART WEST CIV: RENAISSANCE-MODERN
ARTX12202 CULTURE AND APPEARANCE
ARTX12203 CULTURE AND APPEARANCE
ARTX43501 THE FASHION CONSUMER
ARTX43502 THE FASHION CONSUMER
Department of MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

ARAB11204  BEGINNING ARABIC II
ARAB18001  ARAB AMERICANS
ARAB19301  INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE
ARIN18001  ARAB AMERICANS
ARIN19301  INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE
FREN10105  BEGINNING FRENCH I
FREN11207  BEGINNING FRENCH II
FREN12102  INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I
HEBR10101  BEGINNING HEBREW I
HEBR11202  BEGINNING HEBREW II
HEBR12101  INTERMEDIATE HEBREW I
HEBR13201  INTERMEDIATE HEBREW II
HEBR15101  ADVANCED HEBREW I
HEBR15201  ADVANCED HEBREW II
RUIN29301  RUSSIAN CULTURE & CIVILIZATION

Department of HISTORY

HIST10302  FOUND OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
HIST10303  FOUND OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
HIST11805  HISTORY OF U.S. SINCE 1876
HIST11806  HISTORY OF U.S. SINCE 1876
HIST28201  ROMAN CIVILIZATION
HIST28202  ROMAN CIVILIZATION
Department of INFORMATION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

INFO30601    INTRO TO WEB DEVELOPMENT

Department of JUSTICE STUDIES

JUST10305    INTRO TO INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
JUST10306    INTRO TO INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
JUST31601    VICTIMOLOGY
JUST31801    ANIMALS & JUSTICE
JUST32203    JUV DELINQUENCY/JUV JUSTICE
JUST32402    TERRORISM & SOCIAL JUSTICE
JUST32701    COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUST SYST
JUST34101    INTL CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

Department of JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MUGN10007    INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC
MUGN16004    INTRO MUSIC WORLD CULTURES

Department of PHILOSOPHY

PHIL10009    INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PHIL10010    INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
Department of POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW

LAWS54501   CYBERLAW
POLS20202   INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
POLS20401   GOV'T/POLITICS OF AFRICA
POLS20701   AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
POLS34101   GOV'T/POLITICS-LATIN AMERICA
POLS36401   WAR AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

Department of PSYCHOLOGY

PSYC10111   INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC10112   INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC20102   CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC20201   ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC20307   INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH
PSYC22010   INTRO TO STAT METHODS IN PSYCHOL
PSYC22702   PSYC ASPECTS HUMAN SEXUALITY
PSYC23102   PSYCHOLOGY OF AGGRESSION
PSYC24801   PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW
PSYC30110   EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC30111   EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC30402   SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC32003   DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH I
PSYC36001   HISTORY & SYSTEMS OF PSYCH
PSYC36504   ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC62201   FOREN PSYCH IN FAM PROCEEDINGS
PSYC65101   SEM IN DEV PSYCHOPATHOLOGY II
PSYC66501   SEM IN FORENSIC ASSESSMENT II
Department of RELIGIOUS STUDIES
RELG10006 RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
RELG10203 RELIGIOUS ETHICS
RELG10204 RELIGIOUS ETHICS

Department of SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA
FILM28001 FILM ART:HISTORICAL & CONTEMP

Department of SOCIOLOGY
SOCI10205 RACIAL AND ETHNIC RELATIONS
SOCI10403 SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SOCI11305 SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCI31102 URBAN SOCIOLOGY

Department of THEATRE AND DANCE
DNCE10502 DANCE APPRECIATION
DNCE10503 DANCE APPRECIATION
DNCE10504 DANCE APPRECIATION

Department of CHILD ADVOCACY
CHAD10006   INTRODUCTION TO CHILD ADVOCACY
CHAD10007   INTRODUCTION TO CHILD ADVOCACY
CHAD21005   CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
CHAD21006   CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
CHAD21203   CHILDREN AND JUSTICE
CHAD21204   CHILDREN AND JUSTICE
CHAD30003   FORENSIC INTERVIEW OF CHILDREN
CHAD30004   FORENSIC INTERVIEW OF CHILDREN
CHAD31071   CHILD WELFARE RESEARCH & EVAL
CHAD34004   CURRENT SOC ISSUES/CHILD ADVOC
CHAD50151   INTRO APPLIED CHILD ADVOC
CHAD50251   CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
CHAD50351   CURR SOCIAL ISS CHLD ADVOC
CHAD50352   CURR SOCIAL ISS CHLD ADVOC
CHAD50451   CHILDREN AND JUSTICE
CHAD50452   CHILDREN AND JUSTICE
CHAD52073   ADOLESCENTS & THE SYSTEM
CHAD52152   SUBSTANCE ABUSE & FAMILY CRISIS
CHAD52252   FAM EMPOWERMT MODELS CHILD ADVOC
CHAD54051   CHILD WELFARE POLICY
CHAD56073   ENGAGING THE ADOLESCENT
CHAD60251   CHILD ADVOCACY POLICY & PRACTICE

Department of LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO STUDIES

LALS20104   PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICA
LALS20503   IMAGE/IDENT:LATIN WOMEN: Films/FIC
LALS20504   IMAGE/IDENT:LATIN WOMEN: Films/FIC
Department of GENDER, SEXUALITY AND WOMEN'S STUDIES

WMGS10206    INTRO TO WOMENS & GENDER STUDIES

Hybrid course.
Conducted both in-person and online

Department of ACCOUNTING, LAW AND TAXATION

ACCT52601    FRAUD EXAMINATION
ACCT56071    ACCOUNTING FOR BUSINESS MANAGERS

Department of ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTH10016    CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH10103    PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH10301    INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY
Department of COUNSELING AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

COUN58201 CAREER COUNSELING
COUN58901 STUDENT SERVICES IN HIGHER EDU
COUN65301 SEL TOPICS IN COUNSELING
ELAD52801 FINANCIAL MGMT EDU/TRAINING PERSON
ELAD54001 DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54079 DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54091 DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD54092 DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION
ELAD61001 FIELDWK DISTRICT LEVEL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61501 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61502 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61503 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61504 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61573 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD61578 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
ELAD62201 SCHOOL FINANCE
ELAD62291 SCHOOL FINANCE
ELAD62292 SCHOOL FINANCE
ELAD63501 CURR, INSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT
ELAD68001 LEADING CURR CHANGE FOR STUD ACH
ELAD69001 SCHOOL & COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Department of COMPUTER SCIENCE

CSIT10030    INTRO TO COMPUTER CONCEPTS
CSIT11105    FUNDAMENTALS OF PROGRAMMING I
CSIT46002    COMPUTER SECURITY
CSIT54001    COMPUTER NETWORKS
CSIT55101    MOBILE COMPUTING
CSIT55501    DATABASE SYSTEMS
CSIT56001    NETWORK SECURITY
CSIT69601    LIT SURVEY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Department of SECONDARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

SASE51601    MEETING NEEDS ENG LANG LEARNERS
SASE51701    INCLUSIVE CLASSROOMS SECONDARY

Department of EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

EAES10101    PLANET EARTH
EAES40201    SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE SEMINAR
EAES41901    SENIOR SEM GISCI
EAES48701    SENIOR SEMINAR: URBAN STUDIES
EAES49701    SENIOR SEMINAR GEOGRAPHY
EAES50901    CURRENT ISSUE SUSTAINABILITY SCI
Department of EARLY CHILDHD, ELEM, AND LITERACY EDUCATION

ECEL50271  SEM I:INCLUSIVE EC/ELEM CLASSRM
ECEL50671  INTRO ECE THEORY/PRACTICE
ECEL50771  APPLICATION/THEORY/PRAC ECE
ECEL51671  SOCIAL STUDIES & ARTS ELEM CLASS
ECEL51691  SOCIAL STUDIES & ARTS ELEM CLASS
ECEL51771  SCIENCE & TECH EC/ELEM CLASSRM
ECEL52871  EARLY CHLD CURR INCLUSIV SETTING
ECEL52891  EARLY CHLD CURR INCLUSIV SETTING
ECSE50871  PARTNERSHIPS FAMILIES CHLD W/DIS
ECSE51901  LANG & EARLY LITERACY DEVELOPMNT
ECSE52071  RESEARCH INCLSV EARLY CH & EL ED
READ40802  LITERACY IN ELEMENTARY GRADES
READ50071  LITERACY FOUNDATIONS
READ51901  LANGUAGE & EARLY LITERACY DEVEL
TELL37101  LANG DEV & BILINGUALISM EC/ELEM
TELL47201  LIT & BILINGUAL LEARNER IN ECEL

Department of ECONOMICS, FINANCE AND REAL ESTATE

FINC56071  CORP FINANCIAL DECISION MAKING
Department of EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

EDFD20004  PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUND OF EDUCATION
EDFD22002  PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION TO EDU
EDFD22003  PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION TO EDU
EDFD22004  PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION TO EDU
EDFD26401  GENDER ISSUES IN EDUCATION
EDFD50302  METHODS OF RESEARCH
EVAL52001  ADVANCED APPROACHES TO EVALUAT

Department of ENGLISH

ENGL30801  ASIAN AMER LIT: GENDER/SEXLITY
ENWR10629  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10654  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10662  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10674  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10675  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10676  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10678  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10680  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10687  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10688  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10689  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR10690  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR106AD  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR106AE  COLLEGE WRITING II:WRIT & LIT ST
ENWR49101  SEMINAR IN WRITING
Department of EXERCISE SCIENCE & PHYS ED

ATTR15001  EMERGENCY CARE ATHLETIC TRAINING
ATTR15002  EMERGENCY CARE ATHLETIC TRAINING
EXSC30001  SEMINAR I IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
EXSC30002  SEMINAR I IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
EXSC47501  CARDIAC REHABILITATION
HPEM35201  DEV/PHIL OF HLTH/PHYS ED
HPEM35603  MGT HLTH,PHYS ED,ATH,FIT PROG
PEGN26601  SKIING
PEGN26602  SKIING
PEMJ32001  PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
PEMJ32101  KINESIOLOGY
PEMJ32102  KINESIOLOGY
PEMJ53101  ADVANCED ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUC

Department of FAMILY AND CHILD STUDIES

FCST20001  INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY STUDIES
FCST20002  INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY STUDIES
FCST31501  FLD EXP:FAMILY/CHILD SERVICES
FCST31502  FLD EXP:FAMILY/CHILD SERVICES
FCST31503  FLD EXP:FAMILY/CHILD SERVICES
FCST31504  FLD EXP:FAMILY/CHILD SERVICES
FCST31601  SERVICE LEARN EXP: FAM & CHILD
FCST40001  SENIOR SEMINAR
FCST40002  SENIOR SEMINAR
FCST40003  SENIOR SEMINAR
FCST40004  SENIOR SEMINAR

Department of MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

RUSS11202  BEGINNING RUSSIAN II

Department of HEALTH & NUTRITION SCIENCES

HLTH10201  INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC HEALTH
HLTH10202  INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC HEALTH
HLTH29004  HUMAN SEXUALITY
HLTH29005  HUMAN SEXUALITY
HLTH55501  HEALTH DISPARITIES & SOC JUSTICE
NUFD24001  SANITATION MGT/FOOD MICRO:CERT
NUFD58001  CURRENT APPS IN NUTRITION

Department of INFORMATION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

INFO17301  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17302  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17303  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17304  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17305  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17306  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17307  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17308  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO17312  SPREADSHEET MODELING FOR BUS DEC
INFO20901  PERSONAL FINANCE
INFO20902  PERSONAL FINANCE
INFO20903  PERSONAL FINANCE
INFO29003  TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS
INFO29004  TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS
INFO29005  TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS
INFO29006  TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS
INFO29007  TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS
INFO30006  INTEGRATED CORE: OPERATIONS MGMT
INFO56171  APPLIED BUSINESS STATISTICS
INFO57271  BUSINESS ANALYSIS

Department of LINGUISTICS

LNGN24501  LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
LNGN24502  LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Department of MANAGEMENT

MGMT31504  ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
MGMT31602  HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
MGMT56171  ACHIEVING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
MGMT56571  PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Department of MARKETING

INBS34901 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
INBS56171 EMERGING TRENDS IN GLOBAL MARKET
INBS56291 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
MKTG53101 CONTEMPORARY MARKETING
MKTG56271 MKT ANALYSIS & CUSTOMER INSIGHT

Department of JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MUTH43001 GUIDED IMAGERY & MUSIC

Department of POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW

POLS32901 NARCO-TERRORISM

Department of PSYCHOLOGY

PSYC10102 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY

Department of SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ENTR30101 STARTUP BUSINESS MODEL
ENTR57201 ADV STARTUP BUSINESS MODEL
ENTR57301 ADV STRAT:PITCH/LAUNCH STARTUP
Department of SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

CMST54501    ISSUE MANAGEMENT

Department of SOCIOLOGY

SOCI20801    MEN AND MASCULINITIES
SOCI20901    SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY/WELFARE
SOCI30101    SOCIOLOGICAL RES METH I

Department of SPANISH AND ITALIAN

ITAL10205    ITALIAN II
ITAL10207    ITALIAN II
SPAN51201    SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETING

Department of THEATRE AND DANCE

DNCE10501    DANCE APPRECIATION
DNCE31701    DANCE HISTORY: 1661-PRESENT

Department of AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

AFAM20701    THE BLACK WOMAN: INTRO COURSE
Department of CNTR FOR AUTISM & ERLY CHLDHD MENTAL HLTH

ICMH50201  ASSESS & RESRCH INFANT/CHILD MH
ICMH60301  SPEC POPUL-INFANT/CHILD MENT HLT